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Let (fi, ‘$3, p) be a measure space, 3 a separable Banach space, and 3* the 
space of all bounded conjugate linear functionals on 9. Let f be a weak* sum- 
mable positive B(%, %*)-valued function defined on s2. The existence of a 
separable Hilbert space X, a weakly measurable iV(%, X)-valued function Q 
satisfying the relation Q*(o)Q(w) = f(o) is proved. This result is used to 
define the Hilbert space &.I of square integrable operator-valued functions with 
respect to f. It is shown that for B+(%, %*)-valued measures, the concepts of 
weak*, weak, and strong countable additivity are all the same. Connections with 
stochastic processes are explained. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let (a, 8, CL) be a measure space and f  a weak* measurable function defined 
on (In, 23, p) whose values are nonnegative operators from a separable Banach 
space .%? into X* the space of all bounded conjugate linear functionals on X. 
The main purpose of this paper is to prove a splitting off in the formf = Q*Q, 
where Q is a weakly measurable operator-valued function whose values are 
bounded linear operators from .Y into some auxiliary Hilbert space X. The 
measurable square root Q has application in the theory of Banach space-valued 
stationary processes, and plays an important role in the study of analytic fac- 
torization of the density of such processes. This can be seen in [17], where a 
similar splitting if obtained. In Remark 4.4 further discussion on the application 
of the square root to stochastic processes is included. In our present paper f is 
defined over any space B where in [17] f was defined on the interval [0,2n;l which 
is endowed with algebraic and topological structures. To prove the splitting off 
in [17] we appealed to a theorem on the existence of an auxiliary Hilbert space, 
due to Cobanjan [2] who strongly makes use of the structure of [0, 2m-j. In 
this paper, using operator-values positive definite kernels, the existence of such 
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an auxiliary Hilbert space is proved for an arbitrary Sz. Then by the help of a 
certain result of Helson on factorization of infinite dimensional matrix-valued 
functions [7], measurability of Q is established. We remark that Helson’s 
factorization result is proved for matrix-valued functions defined on [0,27r], but 
an inspection of his proof shows that it remains valid for any space .Q. 
It is well known that the notions of weak and strong countable additivity for 
the Banach-space-valued measures are the same. The proof of this assertion is 
lengthy as is seen in [8]. Let M be a nonnegative operator-valued set function 
and let x be a vector in 3. We prove that for the vector-valued set function 
M(.)x, these concepts are even equivalent to weak* countable additivity (see 
Theorem 2.7). We also prove a similar result concerning weak* and strong 
measurability of nonnegative operator-valued functions (see Remark 3.3). 
In Section 2 we introduce some notations and state preliminary results from 
the theory of operator-values reproducing kernels as needed in later sections. 
In Section 3 a general factorization theorem for nonnegative 3 to %* operator- 
valued measures is stated. Using this later result we establish the existence of a 
weakly measurable square root Q. We also prove the equivalence of weak*. 
weak, and strong countable additivity of M(.)x for any 3 to Z* nonnegative 
operator-valued measure M. In Section 4 we prove the completeness of the 
class of operator-valued functions which are square summable with respect to 
fdp, thereby extending some earher results of [ 13, 141. 
2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
Let X be a separable Hilbert space and let L,(X) denote the Hilbert space 
of all functions defined over a measure space (Q, b, p) with values in X, that are 
weakly measurable and have square summable norm with respect to (w.r.t.) 
measure p. The L,(X) inner product of two functions g, and g, is given by 
(g1 P gz> = Jr2 kl(W>Y &J>> 4(w)- s ince X is separable the notions of weak 
measurability and strong measurability coincide. Thus, L,(X) consists of strongly 
measurable functions. 
Let 9Y be a Banach space. X* will denote the space of all bounded conjugate 
linear functionals on 3. For any two Banach spaces % and Y’, B(.F, 9) denotes 
the class of all bounded linear operators on % into CV. We should mention that 
the distinction between the adjoint I* and the dual %’ (the space of all bounded 
linear functionals on 3) of a Banach space 9” is important here, 
3-y = {fF): f(e) E a’). 
It follows that if T E B(S, %*), then (T(cm))@y) = pa(Tx)(y). For Tin B(S, %Y) 
the adjoint T* of T is the bounded operator from @/* into %* defined by 
T*(y*) = y” 0 T, y” EGYy*. 
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I f  J? is a Hilbert space then S* is isometrically isomorphic to S under the 
map h f--f (h, .), h E &‘. In this paper we identify X’* and 3’. Consequently, 
the adjoint T* of an operator T in B(X, .Z?) belongs to B(X, X*). With this 
identification and this definition of adjoint, it readily follows that for S, T E 
B(~, #I? 
(T*Sx)(y) = (Sx)(Ty) = (S-T Tyke, for all x, y  E 3. 
In this section we will state some known results on the theory of operator- 
valued positive definite kernels which are used in later sections. The theory 
of positive definite kernels and their associated reproducing kernel Hilbert 
spaces has been developed and studied extensively in the literature [l, 241. 
Positive definite kernels arise naturally in the study of second-order stochastic 
processes [9, 11, 12, 221. In fact the covariance operator of any stochastic 
process is a positive definite kernel. In particular the covariance operator of 
a Gaussian process taking value in a separable Banach space is the well-known 
Wiener kernel, and its reproducing kernel consists of absolutely continuous 
functions whose derivatives are square summable. The exact form of this 
positive definite kernel and its reproducing kernel space is given in [ll]. 
Another example of positive definite kernel (as one can see in Theorem 2.8) is 
K(A, B) = M(A n B), where M is a nonnegative B(X, X*)-valued function 
and A,BE~. 
2.1. DEFINITION. Let A be in B(X, %*). A is said to be Hermitian if for all 
Xl, x2 EX', (4)(x,) = (Ax&,). A is said to be nonnegative if A is Hermitian 
and for all x E 37, (Ax)(x) > 0. B+(%, X*) d enotes the class of all nonnegative 
elements of B(X, S*). 
2.2. DEFINITION. Let /l be a given set and let F be a Hilbert space of E*- 
valued functions defined on A. The inner product and norm in F are denoted 
by (., .)F and 1 . IF , respectively. A reproducing kernel (r.k.) for F is a function 
K( ., .) . rl x (1-+ B(%, 3?*) such that 
(i) for all h E n and all x E 3, K(h, *)x E F, and 
(ii) forallfeF,XEA,xEXwehave 
fVh)x = (.A->, w, ‘>X>P - 
It is easy to see that when a r.k. exists for a Hilbert space F, it is unique. 
2.3. DEFINITION. A kernel K(., .): (1 x II --+ B(X, %*) is said to be a 
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Note that when X is a complex Banach space (I) implies that 
But when 3C is a real Banach space in addition to (I. 1) we also assume 
which amounts to (2.2) in the case of complex Banach spaces. 
2.4. LEMMA. Let K(., .) be a r.k. for the Hilbert space F over A x A. Then 
we have 
W, ,U = T*(h) T(h); A, > AZ 6 4 
where T(.) is a B(%, F)-vahed fubction on A. As a result K( *, *) is a p.d.k. 
Proof. Define T(h)x = K(h, .)x, /\ E A, x E X. It easily follows that T(h) E 
B(%, F). Now for each x, y E 9 we have 
G”*&)TW~(Y) = (T(h)x, VJY)F 
= (K(4 , .)x, W, , .)r>F 
= VW, > G)(Y). 
Hence 
K(h, ,4J = T*(h) W,). 
2.5. LEMMA. To every B(S, %*)-valued p.d.k. K(., =) on A x A there 
corresponds exactly one class of %*-valued functions F on A with an inner product 
forming a Hilbert space anal admitting K(., .) as its r.k. 
Proof. We let F’ be the linear space of all %*-valued functions on A which 
are of the form 
.fN = i Wi , +*i ; hi~A, xiE%. 
i-l 
For any two functions f(h) = ~~=, K()I, , A) xi and g(h) = CE, K(&‘, h) xj’ 
in F’ we define (f, g)F, by 
Now (., .)F, is independent of the choice of representations for f  and g. Because 
if Cy=, K(& , .)xi and zj”=, K(pj , .)yj are two representations of f  and 
zi=, K(v, , .) zb is a representation for g, then 
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and hence 
k=l 
= E il (K(Al 9 vk)xi)(zk) 
Letf =fi =f,andg =g, =g,wheref,,f,,g,,g,EFI;thenbytheabove 
argument we have 
(fi 7 gl)F’ = (fi > &)F’ = (g, ,fdF = (g2 ,fdF 
For each f E F’, x E 3, and h E A, one can see that 
f (@ = (f C-)9 q4 ‘MF’ , 
one can now easily verify that the function (., .)F, defines an inner product onF’. 
Now let (f,J be a Cauchy sequence inF’ w r.t. 1 * IF’ norm, then by (A) for each h, 
f&l) converges to some element, say f (A), in %*. Let F denote the class of all 
%*-valued functions f obtained this way. Clearly F is a linear manifold of X*- 
valued functions containing F’. 
For any f and g in F we define (f, g)F by (f, g)F = lim,,, (fn , g,), where 
{ fn} and {g,} are Cauchy sequences in F’ such that f*(h) + f (A) and g,(h) + g(A) 
for each h E (1. One can see that (f, g)F is independent of the choice of Cauchy 
sequences determining f  and g and defines an inner product on F which makes 
it a Hilbert space. One can also verify that 
(1) if {ffl} is a Cauchy sequence in F’ determining f then / fn - f 1 ---f 0, 
asn+co, 
(2) F, (*, .)F is a Hilbert space, and 
(3) K(., .) is the r.k. for F, and (A) holds for the functions in F as well. 
2.6. THEOREM. Let K(., +) be a B(S, S*)-valuedp.d.k. on A x A. Then: 
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(a) There exists a Hilbert space X and a B(Y)‘, X)-valued function T(.) 
on A such that for all h, , A2 E A we have 
K(h, , J&J = T*(h,) T(4). 
(b) The Hilbert space X and the B(9”, X)-valued function T(.) on A are 
unique, in the sense that if X and X are two Hilbert spaces and S( .), T( .) are, 
respectively, B(3, X)-, B(X, X)-valued functions on A such that 
S*(h,) S(h,) = I’*(&) T(h,). 
Then there exists a unitary U from G(s(h).F, h E A) onto G(T(h)F, h E A) such 
that 
T(X) = US(X) 
{for any subset A of a Hilbert space 2, G(A) = the closed subspace spanned by A}. 
Proof. Part (a) is a consequence of Lemmas 2.4 and 2.5. Part (b) can be 
easily proved. 
Let b be a G-algebra of subsets of a space D and let M be a B*(%, X*)-valued 
function on d. Let Bi denote an arbitrary sequence of mutually exclusive sets 
in B. We say that M is strongly countably additive if for all x E 3, 
as n-+ a; 
weakly countably additive if for each x E 3 and x** E ET**; 
x**(M({ B,)+- f  M(BJx]-+O as n- 00; 
i=l i=l 
and weak* countably additive if for each x and y in 3 we have 
In the next theorem we show that for such measures all these three kinds of 
countable additives are the same. 
2.7. THEOREM. Let 23 be a G-algebra of subsets of a space IR and let M be a 
B(X, %*)-valuedfunction on 23. Then the above three notions of countable additivity 
are equivalent. 
Proof. It is obvious that strong countable additivity 2 weak countable 
additivity * weak* countable additivity. 
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It is enough to show that weak* countable additivity 3 strong countable 
additivity, and this is the subject of part (d) of the following theorem. 
2.8. THEOREM. Let 8 be a G-algebra of subsets of 52, and let M be a weak* 
countably additive Bf(3, .%*)-valued measure on 23. De&e the kernel k(., .) on 
!B x 2.3 by: 
K(A, B) = M(A n B); A,BE23. 
Then 
(a) K(., .) is a B(%, %*)-vaZuedp.d.k. on b x ‘23. 
(b) There exists a Hilbert space X and a B(%, X)-valued function T(.) 
on 23 such that 
K(A, B) = T*(B)T(A); A, B~23. 
For each x in S, the X-valued function T( .)x is countably additive and orthogonally 
scattered {in the language of [15, 161, T(.) is countably additive quasi-isometric). 
(c) For each B E 8 we define E(B) by E(B) = orthogonal projection of 
A’&2) = G(T(A)X; A E 23) onto Jr’=(B) = G{T(A).Y; A E 23, A C B}. Then E 
is a strongly countably additive spectral measure for the Hilbert space A,(Q), 
and, moreover, 
M(B) = T*(Q) E(B) T(Q), BE23. 
(d) M is strongly countably additive. 
Proof. (a) Weak* countable additivity of M implies its finite additivity in 
any sense. But under the finite additivity of M(,) it is shown in [16] that K(*, a) 
is a p.d.k. 
(b) The first statement follows from (a) and Theorem 2.6. The last 
statement is obvious. It remains to show that T is strongly countably additive. 
Let B, , B, ,..., B, be mutually exclusive subsets in 8; C any arbitrary subset 
in%;andx,yE%. Then 
(i T(Bi)x, T(C)y) = $ (TWX, TV) 
= (M((&B,)n C)“)(Y) 
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Thus, for any linear combination c = xi!=, CK~T(C,) yj , 
( f T(B[)X, c):-:: (S T(B&, f ajT(ci)yj) 
i=l i-1 i-l 
E f  $ilj (i T(Bi)s, T(cj)yY) 
3=1 i=l 
= f LQj(T((J B,)Xj T(Cj)y,j 
j=l i=l 
Hence, using the continuity of the inner product, we see that the last equality is 
valid for any c in the Hilbert space H = G{T(B)x, BE S}. Therefore 
T(U&, B& = & T(&)x or equivalently T(Uin_, Bi) = Cy=, T(B,), i.e., 
T is finitely additive. Let A, B E 23 and x E 3; then it is clear that 
I T(4.r - T(B>x I> = ((W, A) + K(B, B) - @A, B) - K(B, A))x)(x) 
= ((M(A) + M(B) - 2M(A n B))x)(x). 
Now if {Bi} is a sequence of mutually exclusive elements of B and x E 3, then 
Now using the finite additivity of T and M, 
Taking limits as n - co and using the weak* countably additivity of M we get 
which means the strong countable additivity for T(.)x, x E 3’. 
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(c) Having the strong countable additivity of T, the proof of (c) may be 
completed in exactly the same way as appeared in [16, Theorem 5.9 and 
Appendix H]. In [16] the operator T(.) is assumed to be from a Hilbert space &’ 
into a Hilbert space S’, and in our case T(a) maps a Banach space 3 into a 
Hilbert space X. We point out that the range of T, which is a Hilbert space 
in either case, is the crucial factor in proving the result. 
(d) Let {&} be a sequence of mutually exclusive sets in b, and x ES?“, 
then using strong countable additivity of E, and boundedness of T*, we get 
= ;z %tl T*(Q)[E(&) T(Q)x] = f T*(Q) E(B,) T(SZ)x. 
i=l 
Thus, M(u;, B&c = x;=, M(B,) x, which means strong countable additivity 
of M. 
We remark that the equivalence of weak and strong countable additivity, 
as defined in the paragraph preceding Theorem 2.7, also follows from [8, 
Theorem 3.6.21. 
Also Theorem 2.8 gives an explicit form of a result due to Naimark for the 
Hilbert spaces [21]. 
Now that we have seen the equivalence of these countable additivities, we 
would omit prefixes weak*, weak, and strong; and use the phrase countable 
additivity (ca.) for all of these. 
3. MEASURABLE SQUARE ROOTS 
In the rest of this paper we will take %” to be a separable Banach space. A 
B+(%, %*)-valued functionf(.) over (a, 23, IL) is said to be weak* summable if, 
for each x, y E SY, the scalar-valued function ( f(.)x)(y) is summable w.r.t. p. 
In this section we will show that any weak* summable B+(X, %*)-valued 
function f(.) over (In, 8, p) admits a strongly measurable square root Q(3) 
in the following sense: 
f(w) = Q*(w) Q(w) almost every w. 
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(For definition of various kinds of measurability for operator-valued functions 
see ([8, Definition 3.54.) 
Let f(.) be a weak* summable B+(Z”, I’*)-valued function over (Q, 8, p). 
For each fixed B E 8 we define the bilinear form 
Gt(x, Y> =s, WJ)X)(Y) 44~); x,ye.?L”. 
We want to show this is a bounded bilinear form. For each y E % define a linear 
map TB,I: % -+Lr(Q, b, p) by T&x) = Is(f(.)x)(y). The domain of TB,r 
consists of all of X. It is easy to see that Ts,* is closed. Hence TB,y is bounded, 
there exists a constant MB,, > 0 such that 1 TB,V(~)jL, < MB,, I! XI]. 
Fierefore 1 GB(x, y)] < j T&x)JLI < MB,, 1) x 11; x, y E 9”. So 
I G(x>Y)~ G Ma,; II4 = 1, YET. (3.1) 
We note that (3.1) implies that Gs(.,y) is a bounded linear functional on 9”. 
-- . 
Similarly we can show that for each x E % Gs(x, .) is a bounded linear functional 
on 3. So for each X, I[ x j/ = 1, by (3.1), we have [ Gs(x, y)l < M,,, . Hence by 
the uniform boundedness principle we have 
SUP [SUP I GA r)ll < CB < ~0% 
lIXII=l Ml=1 
Therefore, 
I G& Y)I < CB II x II II Y II; X,YES?“. 
Thus the bilinear form Gs(x, y) is bounded, and hence the relation (F(B)x)( y) = 
G&c, y) defines a nonnegative bounded linear operator F(B) from 3 into .%*. 
We define the integral JBfdp to be this operator F(B), and we will write 
F(B) = J’,f dp. 
Clearly the function F(.) is c.a. B+(.%“, %-*)-valued measure on (Q, ‘B). From 
Theorem 2.8 we obtain the existence of a Hilbert space X, an operator T in 
B(%, .X), and a spectral measure E(.) for the Hilbert space &Z&Q) _C X such 
that 
F(B) = T*E(B)T, for all B~23. 
In a manner similar to [17, Lemma 2.51, we prove the following lemma. 
3.1. LEMMA. With the above notations the restriction of the spectral measure E 
to 2I = G{TX} is weak* absolutely continuous w.r.t p, and it has a density 
dE/dp = g in the weak* sense, i.e., 
d(E(*>h, k) 
dw = d-)(h, k), for all h, k E ‘u. 
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Where for each w E 9, g( w is a bilinear (not necessarily bounded) form on 2l x YI. ) 
Moreover, for each x, y  E X, we have 
(f(w)x)(y) = g(wVx, TYh almost every w. 
Proof. Let h = TX for x E S. Then for each l3 E 8 we have 
(E(B)h, h) - (E(B) TX, TX) = (T*E(B) TX)(X) 
= W9W = Wx, 4 = s, (f (w)+4 (IcL(w). 
Hence (E(.)h, h) is absolutely continuous w.r.t. CL, for each h E T(Z). By [6, 
Sect. 661 we deduce that (E(.)h, h) is absolutely continuous w.r.t. CL, for each 
he% = G(Tx}. Th ere ore by the polarization theorem (E(*)h, k) is absolutely f  
continuous w.r.t. CL. Since (E(B)h, h) is a bilinear form so is its derivative 
g(w)(h, h). Now for each x, y  E 9” we have 
(f (w)x)(y) = d(E(*) TX, TY> 
dP 
= &)(Tx, TY) almost every w. 
3.2. THEOREM. Let f  be a weah* summable B+(Z, %*)-valued function 
defined on the measure space (G, b, p). Then there exists a separable Hilbert space 
X, and is strongly measurable B(.X, X)- valuedfunction Q over (Sz, b, p) such that 
f(w) = Q*(w) Q(w), almost every W. 
The Hilbert space X and the factor Q are unique, in the following sense that, if 
XI , X, are two such Hilbert spaces and QI , Qr are two such factors, then there 
exists a unitary map V on G{Ql(w)%, w E 9> C XI onto G{Qz(w)%, w E a) C -X, 
such that 
Qdw) = vQdw>> almost every w. 
Proof. (a) By Lemma 3.1 there exists a Hilbert space 2l, an operator T in 
B(!Z, 5X), and a function g on Q with 2l = G{TS}, such that for each X, y  E 3, 
(f (WMY) = &)(% TY> almost every W. (3.2) 
Let (.q}~=i be a countable dense set in % and let (e,}i”_i be the Gram-Schmidt 
orthogonalization of { Txj}T=“=, . Let 
It is clear that gij(w) defines a nonnegative matrix (not necessarily bounded). 
An inspection of the proof of a result due to Helson [7, p. 1121 shows that his 
result remains valid when [0,27r] is replaced by D. With this modification, the 
above result of Helson can be applied to show the existence of a separable 
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Hilbert space Z, and a sequence {FJF!‘=, in L,(X) such that g,j(w) = (Fi(w), 
F$(w))~ . Foliowing [17, p. 1061, we obtain an operator d from the linear span 
(not closed) of {ei3FEi into L,(X) by 
(3.3) 
Using (3.2) it is easy to see 
I ATx I%- = (f(whW, for all x E {xi: 1 < i < co}. (3.4) 
Since f is weak* summable, (3.4) shows that AT: X + L,(Z) is defined for all 
xi, 1 < i < co. Now for almost every w, we define B(w) on {xi, 1 < i < cc> 
by B(w)x = (AT%)(w). It follows (see [17, p. 1061) that for almost every w, 
B(w) is bounded and hence can be extended to %. We call this extension Q(w). 
It is clear that 
Q*(w)Qb) = f(u), almost every W. 
Furthermore, (3.3) shows that Q is strongly measurable. The rest of the proof 
is easy and is omitted. 
3.3. Remark. From the aplitting f = Q*Q and the strong measurability of Q 
it follows that any weak* summable B+(S, %*)-valued function f is also strongly 
measurable. 
3.4. DEFINITION. The function Q in Theorem 3.2 is called a measurable 
square root for f. 
4. THE SPACE L,,f 
In this section we use the notion of square root to define the space of square 
integrable operator-valued functions w.r.t. fdp, and we show that this space 
becomes a Hilbert space under an appropriate inner product. Because of simi- 
larities which exist between this case and the corresponding results when % is 
a Hilbert space [13] we will summarize our results. The important tool here is 
the availability of a measurable square root which is given in Theorem 3.2. 
We remark that, as in [13, 141, to conclude the completeness of the space L,,f , 
we also have to consider unbounded linear operators in defining the space Lzsf . 
4. I. DEFINITION. Let X and .% be two separable Hilbert spaces. Then space 
HS(X, &‘) of all Hilbert-Schmidt operators on 9” into X is a separable 
Hilbert space under the inner product (S, T) = trace(ST*). Since this is a 
separable Hilbert space we can consider L,(HS(X, &‘)) [see the definition of 
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L,(X) at the beginning of Section 23 which is a Hilbert space under the inner 
product (@, ?P) = so trace(@Y*) &. 
4.2. DEFINITION. Let f be a weak* measurable B+(%, %*)-valued function 
on the measure space (Sz, b, I”), and let Q be a B(9, X)-valued measurable 
square root for f. Let 2 be a separable Hiibert space. A function @ on Sz, 
whose values are linear transformations (not necessarily bounded) from %* into 
X is called square integrable w.r.t. f& if @Q* belongs to L,(HS(X, 2)). We 
will denote by L,,t the family of all equivalent classes of such square integrable 
functions. In L,,? we define the inner product 
w1 w = I, trace(@Q*)(!PQ*)* dp, 
and identify @ and ?P if ((@ - Y, @ - Y)) = 0. Define the map V on L,,, into 
L,(HS(X, Z)) by I’@ = @Q*. Clearly V is an isometry from L,,f into 
L,(HS(X, X)). In the next theorem the completeness of Lzvf is stated. The 
proof can be completed by showing that range of I’ is a closed subspace of 
L,(Hwf-, %I). 
Let P(W) denote the orthogonal projection of X onto the orthogonal comple- 
ment of the null space of Q*(w). Then P(w) is measurable [ 141. 
4.3. THEOREM. (a) V.,& = {CD E L,(HS(&-, %z?)): @P = @}. 
(b) The space L,., together with the inner product 
w w = j-a trace(@Q*)(@Q*)* dp 
is a Hilbert space. 
4.4. Remark. (a) Our original interest in the problems discussed in this 
paper stemmed from the study of Banach-space-valued stationary stochastic 
processes. In [lo], Kolmogorov studied second-order stationary processes as 
curves in Hilbert spaces. He proved fundamental results on the theory of such 
processes. In his work he established the well-known isomorphism theorem 
between the time and spectral domain. The extension of Kolmogorov’s work to 
multivariate processes was considered by several authors [25, 271. In the study 
of multivariate stationary processes the Hilbert space& of all square summable 
vector-valued functions with respect to a nonnegative (finite dimensional) matrix- 
valued measure M plays an important role. Infinite dimensional stationary 
processes has been studied by several authors, such as [5, 13, 19, 20, 231. Here 
also the space L2,M is crucial in the analysis of stationary processes. The idea of 
Banach-space-valued stationary stochastic processes was introduced in [2] and 
subsequently some basic results concerning these processes were announced 
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in 1541. [English translations of several papers including these are avaiable at 
Michigan State University Mathematics Library (by A G. Miamee).] In [I 7, 181 
the study of these processes was further pursued. The covariance functions of 
these processes are B(%, .“2*)-valued positive definite kernels. This leads, via 
Bochner’s theorem of such kernels, to the spectral distribution F and its density 
f,  with values in B+(Z, %*). The usual properties of time domain of a process 
can be explained by the study of the density f  and the corresponding space 
L 8,1 . For instance it is shown in [IS] that a process is regular if and only if its 
densityf is factorable (for terminologies see [I 81). So the problem of factorability 
of such densities in this connection becomes important. In order to study the 
factorability question and related problems in time domain of a stationary 
process, it appears that the availability of a measurable “square root” for f  is 
crucial [17, 261. We may add that when a process is indexed by integers the 
spectral density f is defined on [0,2~]. But when the process is indexed by 
elements of some arbitrary locally compact Abelian group G, its spectral density 
f will be defined on its dual group C?. Hence when J2 is taken to be e, our 
analysis on the square root off and the space L,,f turns out to be important in 
prediction theory of such processes. 
(b) In this paper our work is carried out under the separability assump- 
tion on ?“r. To justify this and the term “Banach’space”-valued processes as 
considered in [2-4], let I/J be a separable Banach space and let (Q, 23, P) be a 
probability space. Let T(.) be aCV-valued Gaussian random variable on (Q, ‘93, P), 
i.e., for each y* E tiY*, the measurable function y*(~(.)) is a Gaussian random 
variable on (J2, 23, P). Obviously y*($.)) belongs to L,(Q, 23, P). Then it is 
not hard to see [12] that the closed subspace 6{~*(7(.)), y* E Y*) 5 L,(Q, 2$, P) 
is separable. 
Let qn(.), -cc < n < co, be a g-valued process. We call it stationary if for 
any y* E uX*, the scalar-valued process y*(rlJ.)) is stationary. Define a new 
process 5, from Y* into X = G(y*(q,(.)): y* E g*, --co < n < +031 by 
Lz(r*) = Y *(%I(.)). 
Assuming that the random variables 7% are Gaussians it follows from the above 
discussion and the work in [12] that % = G{&y*, y* ECV*, --oo < n < co) 
is a separable closed subspace of L&2, b, P). Hence for the purpose of prediction 
theory it suffices to consider [, from a separable closed subspace 3 of P whose 
image U-a<n<m &&%) is dense in X. It then follows that the spectral distribu- 
tion and density of the process f, can be considered as bounded linear operator 
on the Banach space 3 into its dual space X*. It is in this respect that our 
earlier factorization theorem [17] as well as the results of this paper, dealing 
with such spectral densities, lead to a fruitful study of the Banach-space-valued 
stationary stochastic processes. 
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